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Magic Key is a recurring key to the Dragon Quest series. It's used to open magic doors. [Edit] Dragon Quest[edit] Buy Sell Effect View Shops 26 gold Opens doors that can not normally be opened but consumed after single use. After exiting the area and back, the doors appear again and require more magic keys, but the treasure will also come back. Usable
outside of battle? Combat usable? YES NO-GAME DESCRIPTION MOBILE Opens every door in the world. Dragon Quest III: The Seeds of Salvation is located in the third cellar of the Pyramid. It's a 2. The key is necessary to reach Porto and progress to the game. To get the key, the hero's party must solve a puzzle of the button, which involves pressing 4
buttons in the correct order. The solution is alluding to the young boys at Isaac's Castle. Since this game, Magic Key's are unlimited use. It has shown at the end that the Magic Keys in the first game were thin, and thus broke the exercise. Dragon Quest IV: Chapters Selected[edit] Magic Key was created by alchemy by Mahabala, and is found in cave west of
Aubout du Monde during Chapter 5. It must be obtained in order to open the decorated doors at the Palais de Leon. During Chapter 4, the key doors open above the ojam (in the NES version, it breaks down the door while it simply selects the lock in the DS version). Dragon Quest V: Hand of the Heavenly Bride[edit] Magic Key is found in a chest store in
Lofty Peak with the Flying Carpet. Dragon Quest VI: Realms of Revelation[edit] King Howcastle presents Hero and Party Magic Key after their escort Prince Howard performed in Hallowed Hollow. Dragon Quest VIII: The Journey of the Cursed King[edit] Magic Key is found in the chest of Trodain Castle. Dragon's Journey IX: Starry Sky Sentinels[edit] Magic
Key is located in Gleeba's Mirage Mahal. This allows access to paid doors. Silver Key Golden Key Thief's Key Ultimate Key Watergate Key Gallery[edit] This page uses CC BY-SA licensed content from FANDOM. This article needs additional citations to verify. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to trusted sources. Unsubsigned material may be
challenged and removed. Find Sources: Magic: Collection - Puzzle Quest - News · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (April 2018) (Learn, how and when to remove this template message) Magic: Collection - Puzzle QuestDeveloper(s)Hibernum / Took over The Oktagon GamesPublisher(s)D3 PublisherPlatform(s)iOS, AndroidReleaseWW: December 15,
2015Gener(s)PuzzleMode(s)Single player Magic: Collection - Puzzle Quest is a puzzle video game that combines the gem-matching concept puzzle quest and its sequel, with a collectible card Magic: Accumulation. It was released on mobile systems in December 2015. Gameplay Magic: Collection - Puzzle Quest puts the player in the role of one of several
Planeswalkers that fight several enemies, including other Planeswalkers. The game magic party is based on at-the-time current Magic Origins cards. At the beginning of the game, the player can access one planeswalker and several maps. As they progress to the game, the player gains in in-game currency, which can be used to level up the Planeswalker,
which increases their health and opens up certain in-game abilities, or spend on card packs to expand their card libraries. The game also allows Microtransactions to buy new card packages. Outside of the game, the player can customize the cards in his Planeswalker library. Like Magic, maps are generally related to one or more of the five Mana colors:
white, blue, black, red or green. Planeswalker is associated with one specific Mana color and can only be used for maps, which is that of the Mana type. The maps represent three main types of weather: invite the weather to bring the creatures to the play field to fight, the weather that can affect the creatures in many ways, and support maps that affect the
board in several ways. In the game, the player is pitted against another opponent who holds his deck cards and health. The player and the opponent start with three randomly divided cards that are placed to their hard. To cast the map, players game gems through swapping two adjacent gems for a gem board, representing five Mana colors as well as the
colorless Loyalty pearl type used to enable Planeswalker skills. Unlike traditional Magic, the mana derived from these gems is colorless and all valid for maps in order; However, the value of each game affects the Planewalker and can earn a bonus mana or punish mana matching given color. The matched gems are removed and the new gems are divided
into place, and when additional matches are made, they are given to the player who makes the game. An additional bonus exchange is granted when the player makes the game five-in-a-row. Before making the game, the player can also activate any planeswalker skills if they have enough loyalty points to do so. At any time before matching gems, the player
can rearrange the cards on his hand to be cast in a specific order or prioritize the card. After games and/or activating planeswalker capability, if any cards have enough mana, they are automatically cast, except for the weather, which can be kept until the conditions are met or the player decides to let him cast. Creatures, players can have only 3 different
creatures on the field of play at any time. Casting a new creature requires the player to choose one of the existing creatures to be removed. Alternately casting the same type of creature that already has a playing field to add power and protection of the new creature existing. Like Magic, creatures generally suffer from calling disease and can't attack the turn
they come into the game. When the player weather is cast, the fight is resolved automatically. The creatures default to automatically attack the opposing player, damaging that player's current attack value. A certain effect changes this attacking behavior. For example, creatures can be defenders that automatically force opponent creatures to attack it before
the player. When the creatures are attacked, they take pity on their conservation value. Unlike Magic, this damage will remain permanent until the value drops to zero or below, at which point the creature is destroyed. Once the injury is resolved, the opposing player then goes. When a player or opponent's health drops to zero, the game is over. The player is
given in-game currency, regardless of win or loss, although the value is much higher in winnings. The player may also receive additional bonuses for fulfilling games with specific conditions, such as winning a small number of rounds. Any damage taken from the Planeswalker character takes a certain amount of real-time restore, so that the player can not
immediately challenge the opponent after defeat, although the player can use a healing drink that will supplement over time, fully heal the character, or can go to different planeswalker exercise. The Game Currency Of Magic: Collection - Puzzle Quest has three types of in-game currency: Mana Runes, Mana Jewels and Mana Crystals. Mana Runes Mana
Runes is the standard currency game. They are used to level up with their Planeswalkers. Players are rewarded with runes for performance track and Quick Battle duels. Players can also runes by collecting Daily Rewards. In Story mode, players get a larger amount of runes by winning a duel for the first time, increasing the amount as you progress through
story mode; 100 runes. Players will also receive 50 runes in loss story mode. In Quick Battle mode, players can win 300 runs, and potentially more defeated opponents at a high level. Mana Crystals Mana Crystals is a premium in-game currency. They are used to purchase new Planeswalkers and Booster Packs. Players are rewarded with Mana Crystals'
performance of secondary goals in story mode. Players can also get crystals by collecting Daily Rewards. As the most free play games in premium currency, players can buy Mana Crystals at the following prices (prices USD): 100 Mana Crystals $4.99 220 Mana Crystals $9.99 500 Mana Crystals $19.99 1300 Mana Crystals $49.99 3000 Mana Crystals for
$99.99 prices can vary depending on special sales and VIP status, when paying a monthly subscription.*** Mana Jewels Mana Jewels are used to buy elite pack that offers one card. Pack provides a mythical, and has the option of a masterpiece card. Every 2 weeks, a new selection of mythical and masterpiece cards is available through the Elite Pack vault.
You can view the current rotation of the cards by clicking the View Maps Info button. One Elite Pack pays 400 Mana Jewels. Daily Rewards Magic: Collection – Puzzle Quest is a daily rewards system that rewards players with game currency or booster packs of logging every day. Rewards follow a 30-day pattern, which is gradually higher during a calendar
month: Runes &gt; Gold &gt; Crystals &gt; Runes &gt; Booster Pack player who collects 21 bonuses per specific calendar month, receives an additional 21. The bonuses are based on a calendar month and reset back to 1 january at the beginning of each month. Links Kotaku From @octal9. A small group of players created a wiki over several months,
designed to build a property that is beneficial to all MtGPQ players and communities. Although the content is extensive, the wiki is by no means complete, and we hope that users will be inspired to give back to wiki and community changes and contributions. (Wiki is an unofficial site that is not affiliated or approved by D3Go or Wizards of the Coast.) Edited
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